ABSTRACT Flexible job shop scheduling problem with combined processing constraint is a common scheduling problem in assembly manufacturing industry. However, traditional methods for classic flexible job shop scheduling problem (FJSP) cannot be directly applied. To address this problem, the concepts of 'combined processing constraint' and 'virtual operation' are studied and introduced to simplify and transform FJSP with combined processing constraint into FJSP. A Multi-agent system (MAS) for FJSP is used for fitting the requirement of building complex, flexible, robust and dynamic manufacturing scheduling. On this basis, a novel adaptive real-time scheduling method for MAS is further proposed for better adaptability and performance. This method solves the previously converted problem and conquers the shortcoming of poor performance of traditional single dispatching rule method in MAS. In this approach, the scheduling process is modeled as contextual bandit, so that each job agent can select the most suitable dispatching rules according to the environment state after learning to achieve scheduling optimization. The proposed method is compared with some common dispatching rules that have been widely used in MAS. Results illustrate the high performance of the proposed method in a simulated environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Flexible job shop scheduling problem (FJSP) is a fundamental problem in manufacturing. It's a generalization of the job shop scheduling problem (JSP) [1] , which removes the limitation of the unique machine specified in each operation and concerns the processing flexibility [2] . In the past few decades, experts and scholars have done a lot of researches on FJSP and developed various solution methodologies [3] . In many literature, most researchers assumed that a machine cannot process more than one operation at the same time [4] and that it only needs to meet the conventional routing constraints. However, in many industries, in order to ensure the accuracy of assembly, several jobs must be processed simultaneously on the same machine (i.e. combined processing). Combined processing is a processing technology that
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clamps two or more parts in accordance with the assembly relationship by using the same reference and processes the related operations in one single chucking. This technology can assure the accuracy of assembly, reduce the difficulty of processing and improve the working efficiency. It's widely used in the production of high precision components, like the manufacturing of various molds and shell parts. The scheduling problem in these job shops is exactly FJSP with combined processing constraint. In this problem, some machines can process multiple operations of different jobs at the same time. Moreover, in addition to meeting the conventional routing constraints, it is also necessary to meet the combined processing constraint between different jobs. Therefore, FJSP with combined processing constraint is more complex than the classic FJSP.
Although FJSP with combined processing constraint widely exists in the real-world job shop, there is few literature about this problem. Xiong et al. [5] and Yi et al. [6] have done VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ some research on JSP with combined processing constraint, but it just used a single dispatching rule method and did not extend to FJSP. In this article, by introducing the definition of 'combined processing constraint' and 'virtual operation', FJSP with combined processing constraint can be simplified and transformed into classic FJSP. In this way, it can be solved by methods for the classic FJSP.
In the real-world scheduling system, centralized approaches for FJSP, like genetic algorithm (GA), simulated annealing (SA) and tabu search (TS) are inefficient and impractical for solving large-sized problems owing to the increased computation time requirement [7] . Instead, MAS approach can solve this problem well because of its instantaneity, flexibility, reliability, adaptability and reconfigurability [8] . However, the traditional MAS approach uses only a single dispatching rule, ignoring the impact of system environment changes on the selection of dispatching rules, resulting in poor scheduling performance. In order to overcome the disadvantages of the traditional MAS approach, various methodologies have been developed. Liu [9] proposed a method of composite dispatching rules using analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to improve the performance of scheduling, but subjective experience is required. Liu [10] proposed an adaptive real-time scheduling method, which used Q learning algorithm to optimize the rule selection. Qu [11] used a reinforcement learning (RL) method to adaptively generate dispatching rules based on system state. Kacem et al. [12] investigated the combination schemes for evolving rule ensembles using genetic programming for dynamic job shop scheduling. Trentesaux [13] proposed four new dispatching rules by performing a simulation-based analysis for dynamic job shop scheduling. However, these methods can only be used for JSP.
In job shop scheduling, the dispatching rules suitable for each job are changing with different times and system states. FJSP is more complex than JSP, so the system states and the corresponding dispatching rules are more variable in the scheduling process. If only a single dispatching rule is specified globally, this variation is ignored and the scheduling performance will be inevitably poor. In this article, the scheduling process of job agent in FJSP consists of two stages [14] , [15] : machine selection and buffer job sequencing, which are modeled as contextual bandit (CB) in RL. Through continuous trial-and-error learning, each job agent can select the most suitable machine selection rules and buffer job sequencing rules according to its experiences of the environment. Thus the adaptability of the job agent and the overall performance can be improved.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the flexible job shop scheduling problem with combined processing constraint is defined in detail and then the proposed method is explained in Section 3. Simulation experiments are presented in Section 4 and the conclusion is given in Section 5. 
II. FLEXIBLE JOB SHOP SCHEDULING PROBLEM
This paper is to evaluate an adaptive real-time scheduling method for FJSP with combined processing constraint. This problem can be stated as follows [16] - [18] :
(1) The jobs arrive in batches and the number of jobs arriving in each batch is random. should be completed before another job is taken.
A. COMBINED PROCESSING CONSTRAINT
In the traditional scheduling problem, it is generally assumed that one machine can only process one job at the same time, which is in line with the situation of the ordinary job shop. However, in many industries, there are assembly relationships between certain jobs. If these jobs are separately processed, it will be difficult to guarantee the assembly precision. Therefore, in order to ensure the accuracy of assembly, several jobs must be processed simultaneously on one machine, i.e. combined processing. Combined processing is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this figure, O ij denotes the jth operation of job J i and J i is the ith job to be processed. The first two operations of J 1 , J 2 are processed separately and then the third operations of J 1 , J 2 (O 13 , O 23 ) need to be processed on one machine at the same time. Moreover, O 14 and O 24 can start processing only after O 13 and O 23 are finished. According to the description above, the definition of combined processing constraint can be given as follows: Definition 1: Combined processing constraint. Different operations of two or more jobs must be processed simultaneously on one machine and the subsequent operations can be processed only after all these operations are finished.
B. PERFORMANCE MEASURE
The aim of scheduling process is to find the best process plan for a given job, the best machine for each operation and the best sequence of operations on each machine with respect to the given performance measure. In this article, makespan is considered as the performance measure.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH A. VIRTUAL OPERATION
In the traditional FJSP, each time only one operation of a job needs to be scheduled. So the job agent can make the unique decision for the scheduling. However, in FJSP with combined processing constraint, two operations of two different jobs need to be scheduled together when they need combined processing and meet the combined processing constraint. If the two job agents both have the ability of decision for this scheduling, in the early stage, different scheduling decisions will generate due to the randomness of the algorithm exploration process, thus causing divergence. In order to solve this divergence and make the scheduling decision of the operations needing combined processing be unique, the technology of the virtual operation is used in this paper. In the process of scheduling, the two operations are treated as one virtual operation. Since the composition of the components and the job number are unique, the operation with a smaller job number is used as the master operation and is responsible for making scheduling decision for the virtual operation. The other operation is auxiliary and only records the information related to itself. The concept of 'virtual operation' is defined as follows:
Definition 2: Virtual operation. Virtual operation consists of operations that require combined processing and it is scheduled like an ordinary operation. The operation with a small job number is the master operation, and it is responsible for the decision of the virtual operation scheduling. The other operations are auxiliary and only record information.
B. SOLUTION FOR COMBINED PROCESSING CONSTRAINT
FJSP with combined processing constraint is much more complex than classic FJSP and cannot be solved by methods for FJSP directly. However, in MAS approach, the scheduling is performed only according to the real-time information of the job shop and only one operation is scheduled at a time. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 2 , by taking advantage of this feature and introducing the definition of 'virtual operation', FJSP with combined processing constraint can be simplified and transformed into classic FJSP.
The steps for solving combined processing constraint are described as follows:
(1) If there is a job to be scheduled, check whether it needs combined processing or not. (2) If not need combined processing, schedule it directly; otherwise, judge whether it meets the combined processing constraint and turn step (3). (3) If the combined processing constraint is met, the operations requiring combined processing are combined into one virtual operation for scheduling; otherwise, wait for the release of other operations and turn step (3). In this way, FJSP with combined processing constraint can be simplified and transformed into classic FJSP and then solved by the methods for the classic FJSP.
C. ADAPTIVE REAL-TIME SCHEDULING METHOD
Today, as technology continues to evolve, the agility, flexibility and robustness of manufacturing system need to be improved to remain competitive [19] . MAS approach is based on the idea that several distributed agents can cooperate and coordinate in order to obtain globally optimal performances [20] . Therefore, it has characteristics of flexibility, reliability, adaptability and reconfigurability and is a method that meets the requirements of modern manufacturing system. However, the traditional MAS approach uses only a single dispatching rule, ignoring the impact of system environment changes on the selection of dispatching rules, resulting in poor scheduling performance. This paper uses Contextual bandit (CB) in RL to model the scheduling process, so that each job agent can select the best dispatching rules according to the environment state after trial-and-error learning. In this way, the adaptability of the job agent and the overall performance can be improved.
1) CONTEXTUAL BANDIT
CB is a special reinforcement learning model, which contains only one state per episode and only affects immediate reward [21] . The CB can be described as a tuple {S, A, R}, in which S is an unknown distribution over states (or 'contexts'), A is a known set of actions (or 'arms') and R is an unknown probability distribution over rewards. At each step t, agent selects an action a t based on the environment state s t and gets a reward r t . The rewards in CB depend on the context information provided at each time slot [22] . This also means that varying environment state is quantized as contextual information to assist the decision making in a context-related, highly dynamic, complex system [23] . The purpose of agent is to achieve the best strategy (the state-to-action mapping) by continuous trial-and-error learning to maximize the cumulative reward.
2) CONTEXTUAL BANDIT FORMULATION FOR DECISIONAL PROCESS
As shown in Fig. 3 , in MAS approach, the decisional process of job agent is a single-step decision and it generally consists of two stages: machine selection and buffer job sequencing, which need to select corresponding machine selection rules and buffer job sequencing rules. This is consistent with the description of CB and can be naturally modeled as CB problem. The contextual bandit formulation for decisional process is illustrated as follows:
The state space is composed of corresponding state features. When the job agent needs scheduling, it will collect state feature information and make decisions in real time. The state features selected in this paper include the number of every kind of operations scheduled at the same time, the number of jobs in the queue of available machines, the sum of processing time of waiting operations in the queue of available machines and the processing time of the considered operation on available machines.
b: ACTION SPACE
The action space consists of a combination of machine selection rules and buffer job sequencing rules. The machine selection rules are: Shortest Queue (SQ), Less Queued Element (LQE) and Shortest Processing Time (SPT). Buffer job sequencing rules are: First In First Out (FIFO), Shortest Job First (SJF) and Last In First Out (LIFO). Therefore, the action space includes a total of nine actions: SQ + FIFO, SQ + SJF, SQ + LIFO, LQE + FIFO, LQE + SJF, LQE + LIFO, SPT + FIFO, SPT + SJF, SPT + LIFO.
c: REWARD
After a decision making, the mean waiting time (MWT) of all jobs at time t is calculated and compared to MWT at time t − 1. The corresponding reward is obtained by subtracting the current MWT from MWT at time t − 1
(1)
where WT j,t is the remaining processing time of job j at time t; n is the total number of jobs.
3) SELECTION POLICY
In this paper, a CB policy, namely, LinUCB, is used to achieve the best rule selection policy. LinUCB is a CB algorithm that uses a linear model to approximate the relationship between the expected reward of each action and the state features. At each step t, the job agent obtains the state feature vector x t,a ∈ R d of action a through negotiation and the expected reward can be calculated by
where r t,a is the expected reward of action a at step t and θ * a is the true coefficient vector of action a.
Algorithm 1 LinUCB With Online Updates [24]
Input and Initialize: 
x T t,a t b a t ← b a t + r t,a t x t,a t end for
The coefficients of each action can be estimated based on the agent's historical decision making experience. Let G a ∈ R m×d and c a ∈ R m be design matrix at trial t, where each row of G a represents the feature vector input before and each row of c a represents the corresponding reward. 
andσ a = α x T t,a A a x t,a , where A a := G T a G a + I d and αis a parameter that controls the degree of exploration. The detailed description of LinUCB can be described as follows. 
4) ADAPTIVE REAL-TIME SCHEDULING STRATEGY
The novel adaptive real-time scheduling strategy proposed in this paper is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The optimal scheduling scheme with the makespan indicator can be achieved by the cooperation among the manager agent, the job agent and the machine agent. The main functions of each agent are as follows:
(1) Manager agent: There is only one manager agent in a job shop. This agent has the role of registering agents and recording the current information and status of all agents. It can determine whether or not a job agent can be scheduled and provide feasible process plans for each job agent.
(2) Job agent: Each job will have its own job agent. This agent has the role of selecting the most suitable machine selection rule and buffer job sequencing rule according to its experiences of the environment. It can determine the final process plan by these selected rules and the negotiation with the machine agent. (3) Machine agent: Each machine will have its own machine agent. The main role of this agent is to negotiate with the job agent and determine its own processing order. The detailed steps for negotiation between agents can be stated as follows: (1) The machine agent and the arrived job agent are registered at the manager agent.
(2) When job agent starts to release available operations to the shop, the manager agent is notified to determine whether or not the combined processing is required and whether the combined processing constraint is satisfied if the combined processing is required. (3) If the manager agent determines that combined processing is not required, the operation can be directly scheduled and turn step (4). Otherwise, it further determines whether the combined processing constraint is satisfied: if satisfied, the operations requiring combined processing are combined into one virtual operation and notify the master operation scheduling, and then turn step (3); otherwise, the operation will wait for the combined operations to be released and not be scheduled. (4) The master job agent requests the manager agent for resources for specific processes; the manager agent then searches among all registered machine agents and provides feedback on the available machines for processing the requested operation. (5) According to the state feature, the job agent calls LinUCB algorithm of the operation released to select the best rules. (6) The job agent issues a call for proposal (CFP) for its operation to all possible machine agents. (7) Each machine agent prepares a proposal according to machine status and statistics. (8) The job agent evaluates all proposals according to the machine selection rule selected in step (5) . Then it selects the machine with the best proposal and sends an 'accept' message to the corresponding machine agent. (9) The machine agent receiving the 'accept' message confirms the proposal. If the machine is idle, the operation will be directly performed; otherwise, it will be placed into the machine's queue and the buffer job sequencing rule is used to prioritize the queue. Then the change of MWT is calculated and submitted as a reward to the job agent. (10) The job agent updates the coefficients of the corresponding operation algorithm according to the received reward. (11) When the machine finishes the processing of an operation, if all operations of the job are finished, the job will be stored in the warehouse and the job agent will be cancelled. Otherwise, it will release the next operation and repeat steps (2) to (8) . After that, the idle machine will select the job with the highest priority from its queue to process.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
To investigate the impact of our method, a job shop with ten machines and ten different job types are considered. The Tab. 1 gives processing time of each job type, in which the operation with brackets needs combined processing and the combined operation is in parentheses. The number in the table is the processing time of the operation on the corresponding machine and '-' means that this operation cannot be processed on this machine. In many manufacturing industries with combined processing needs, especially in order-oriented ones, jobs are often arrived in batches intermittently on the job shop. Thus, in the simulation experiment of this paper, the jobs arrive in batches and the number of jobs of each batch is randomly generated from 5 to 10. Moreover, the jobs are randomly selected from Tab. 1 and the jobs with combined processing relationship must be selected at the same time. In order to better compare the makespan indicator, 5 batches of randomly generated jobs (see in Tab. 2) are selected and the inter-arrival time is set to 5. Then, a performance comparison is performed between the proposed algorithm and several most common dispatching rules described in section 3.2.2.
B. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation starts with the 5 batches of randomly generated jobs and performance comparison is performed between 9 single dispatch rules (SQ + FIFO, SQ + SJF, SQ + LIFO, LQE + FIFO, LQE + SJF, LQE + LIFO, SPT + FIFO, SPT + SJF, SPT + LIFO) and the adaptive real-time scheduling method. The adaptive real-time scheduling method first learns 800 epochs and makespan per epoch is shown in Fig. 5 . It can be observed that by continuous learning, makespan is gradually reduced and finally stabilized between 110 and 115. The average of makespans of the last 10 epochs is set as the result of our method and compared with the results of 9 single dispatch rules. As shown in Fig. 6 , our method can achieve a better solution than the single dispatch rule method. The result of the method has more than 10% improvement even compared to the best rule SPT + FIFO of the 9 single dispatching rules on this simulation experiment. By this comparison, it is clearly shown that the proposed adaptive real-time scheduling method is effective. Furthermore, the distribution of various dispatching rules when using the adaptive scheduling method is represented in Fig. 7 . It shows that the dispatching rules suitable for each job are changing with different times and system states.
V. CONCLUSION
FJSP with combined processing constraint is common in the manufacturing industry and is more complex than the classic FJSP. In this paper, by introducing the definition of 'combined processing constraint' and 'virtual operation', the problem can be successfully simplified and transformed into FJSP and the MAS approach for classic FJSP can be used directly. At the same time, a novel adaptive real-time scheduling method for MAS is proposed for this problem to overcome the shortcomings of traditional single dispatching rule method. In this method, contextual bandit in RL is used to model the scheduling process and the LinUCB algorithm is used for strategy learning. In this way, each job agent can select the most suitable dispatching rules according to the environment state after learning to achieve scheduling optimization. This approach significantly enhances the performance of the scheduling method. The proposed method is compared to some common dispatching rules using a simulated job shop. The results indicate that the performance of the proposed method is significantly better than those of the common dispatching rules.
In the future, to make the scheduling problem more realistic, this work will be further investigated with considering various dynamic disturbances, such as machine breakdowns, changes in release dates, order cancellation etc. The scheduling method could be more practical by taking into these factors.
